Burrawang Dorper and White Dorper Stud would like to invite you to
attend a Dorper School in Australia.

March 20th to 24th 2019

Burrawang West station is located in the heart of NSW near a town
called Condobolin.
There is accommodation at the Famous Burrawang retreat, which is
now owned and operated independently by the Stenning Family.

Fly to Sydney and enjoy the sites for a few days then fly from Sydney
to Parkes airport on Rex Airlines. We will pick you up and drive the
45 mins to Burrawang West Station.

Burrawang Dorper Stud established in 2005 has been at the forefront
of educating Stud Breeders, commercial farmers and Judges about
the Dorper Breed since 2009.
We have held over 30 classes over the years.

We have 2700 stud ewes and are able to put on schools that really
give students the chance to practice getting in their eye. Students
will practice classing over 700 rams and 700 ewes from both White
Dorper and Dorper. Burrawang is Australia’s Largest and most
successful supplier of Rams to the local Australian market; the
Australian flock is the largest commercial population of Dorper sheep
in the world.

One of 5 Dorper ewe Joining groups
For the November 2018 Joining

One of 4 White Dorper ewe Joining Groups
For the November 2018 Joining

Lot and Lots of Sires and Rams

.
The course is supervised by Wicus Cronje a
South African Society international Inspector and run according to
the South African/International Breed Standards and accreditation.
A judge’s exam can be run based on Demand.

The Stud has two major sheep facilities so we can run under cover
courses for Junior and Senior courses at the same time.

Follow us on Instagram #burrawangdorperstud
Facebook: Burrawang Dorper & White Dorper Stud
www.burrawangdorpers.com.au

Please let us know if you are interested to attend by December 20th
and we will get back with costings and a detailed Itinerary with more
information by the new year.
Email to---- grahamlpickles@gmail.com

Contact Name__________________________________________
Number of people attending_________________
Interested in Junior Course_______________
Have passed a junior course and would like to do a seniors
course_________________
Have passed a senior’s course and if successful again would like to
attempt a judge’s exam______________

Email
address__________________________________________________

Phone number_______________________

More rams about to be shipped of to work

